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Abstract
This document contains the proofs of the results stated in �Frus-

tration and Anger in Games.�

1 Preliminaries

For each topological space X, we let �(X) denote the space of Borel prob-
ability measures on X endowed with the topology of weak convergence of
measures. Every Cartesian product of topological spaces is endowed with
the product topology. A topological space X is metrizable if there is a met-
ric that induces its topology. A Cartesian product of a countable (�nite, or
denumerable) collection of metrizable spaces is metrizable.
To ease exposition, we report below some key de�nitions and equations

contained in �Frustration and Anger in Games�(equation numbers may di¤er
from those of the paper).
�1
i � �hi2Hi�(Z(hi)) is the set of �rst-order beliefs, that is, the set of

�i = (�i (�jZ(hi)))hi2Hi such that:

� for all hi; h0i 2 Hi, if hi � h0i then for every Y � Z(h0i)

�i(Z(h
0
i)jZ(hi)) > 0) �i (Y jZ(h0i)) =

�i(Y jZ(hi))
�i(Z(h0i)jZ(hi))

; (1)
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� for all h 2 H, ai 2 Ai(h), a�i 2 A�i(h) (using obvious abbreviations)

�i;�i(a�ijh) = �i;�i(a�ijh; ai). (2)

�2
i � �hi2Hi�

�
Z(hi)��1

�i
�
� where �1

�i = �j 6=i�1
j� is the set of

second-order beliefs, that is, the set of �i = (�i(�jhi))hi2Hi such that:

� if hi � h0i then

�i(h
0
ijhi) > 0) �i (Ejh0i) =

�i (Ejhi)
�i(h

0
ijhi)

(3)

for all hi; h0i 2 Hi and every event E � Z(h0i)��1
�i;

� i�s beliefs satisfy an own-action independence property:

�i (Z (h; (ai; a�i))� E�j(h; ai)) = �i (Z (h; (a0i; a�i))� E�j(h; a0i)) ,
(4)

for every h 2 H, ai; a0i 2 Ai(h), a�i 2 A�i(h), and (measurable) E� �
�1
�i. The space of second-order beliefs of i is denoted �

2
�i.

Note that (1) and (4) are given by equalities between marginal measures
(on A�i(h) and A�i(h)��1

�i respectively):�i;�i(a�ijh) = �i;�i(a�ijh; ai).

Lemma 1 For each player i 2 I, �2
i is a compact metrizable space.

Proof Let � be a non-empty, compact metrizable space. Lemma 1 in
Battigalli & Siniscalchi (1999) (B&S) establishes that the set of arrays of
probability measures (�(�jhi))hi2Hi 2 �hi2Hi�(Z(hi)��) such that

hi � h0i ^ �(h0ijhi) > 0) � (Ejh0i) =
� (Ejhi)
�(h0ijhi)

is closed. Note that, in the special case where� is a singleton, each�(Z(hi)��)
is isomorphic to �(Z(hi)); hence, the set of �rst-order beliefs satisfying (1)
is closed. Letting � = �1

�i, we obtain that the set of second-order beliefs
satisfying (3) is closed.
Since �hi2Hi�(Z(hi)) is a compact subset of a Euclidean space and eq.

(2) is a closed condition (equalities between marginal measures are preserved
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in the limit), Lemma 1 in B&S implies that�1
i is a closed subset of a compact

metrizable space. Hence, �1
i is a compact metrizable space.

It is well known that ifX1; :::; XK are compact metrizable, so is�Kk=1�(Xk)
(see Aliprantis & Border 2006, Theorem 15.11). Hence, by Lemma 1 in B&S,
the set of second-order beliefs satisfying (3) is a closed subset of a compact
metrizable space. Since eq. (4) is a closed condition (equalities between mar-
ginal measures are preserved in the limit), this implies that �2

i is compact
metrizable. �

Lemma 2 For each pro�le of behavioral strategies � = (�i)i2I there is a
unique pro�le of second-order beliefs �� = (��i )i2I such that (�; �

�) is a
consistent assessment. The map � 7! �� is continuous.

Proof Write P�(h0jh) for the probability of reaching h0 from h, e.g.,

P�(a1; a2j?) =
 Y
j2I
�j(a

1
j j?)

! Y
j2I
�j(a

2
j ja1)

!
:

De�ne ��i as �
�
i (zjh) = P�(zjh) for all i 2 I, h 2 H, and z 2 Z. De�ne

�� as ��i (�jh) = ��i (�jh) � ����i for all i 2 I, h 2 H. It can be checked
that (1) �� 2 �2

i for each i 2 I, (2) (�; ��) is a consistent assessment,
and (3) if � 6= ��, then either (a) or (b) of the de�nition of consistency is
violated. It is also apparent from the construction that the map � 7! �� is
continuous, because � 7! �� is obviously continuous, and the Dirac-measure
map ��i 7! ���i is continuous. �

Lemma 3 The set of consistent assessments is compact.

Proof Lemma 1 implies that �i2I(�i��2
i ) is a compact metrizable space

that contains the set of consistent assessments. Therefore, it is enough to
show that the latter is closed. Let (�n; �n)n2N be a converging sequence of
consistent assessments with limit (�1; �1). For each i 2 I, let �ni be the
�rst-order belief derived from �ni (n 2 N [ f1g), that is,

�ni (Y jh) = �ni (Y ��1
�ijh)

for all h 2 H and Y � Z(h). By consistency, for all n 2 N, i 2 I, h 2 H,
a 2 A(h), and E�i � ��i it holds that
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� (a.n) �ni (ajh) = �ni
�
Z(h; a)��1

�ijh
�
=
Q
j2I �

n
j (ajjh),

� (b.n) marg�1�i�
n
i (�jh) = ��n�i, where each �

n
j is determined as in (a.n).

Then,
�1i (ajh) = �1i

�
Z(h; a)��1

�ijh
�
=
Y
j2I
�1j (ajjh)

for all i 2 I, h 2 H, a 2 A(h). Furthermore, marg�1�i�
1
i (�jh) = ��1�i for

all i 2 I and h 2 H, because �n�i ! �1�i and the marginalization and Dirac
maps �i 7!marg�1�i�i and ��i 7! ���i are continuous. �

2 Proofs

2.1 Proof of Remark 2

Fix i 2 I arbitrarily. First-order belief �i is derived from �i and, by con-
sistency, gives the behavioral strategies pro�le �. Therefore, by assumption
each h0 � h has probability one under �i, which implies that E[�ijh0;�i] =
E[�i;�i], hence Fi(h0;�i) = 0. Since blame is capped by frustration, ui(h0; a0i; �i) =
E[�ijh0;�i]. Therefore, sequential rationality of the equilibrium assessment
implies that Supp�i(�jh0) � argmaxa0i2Ai(h0) E[�ijh

0;�i]. If there is random-
ization only in the last stage (or none at all), then players maximize locally
their expected material payo¤ on the equilibrium path. Hence, the second
claim follows by inspection of the de�nitions of agent form of the material-
payo¤ game and Nash equilibrium. �

2.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Let (��; ��) =
�
��i; ��i

�
i2I be the SE of the material payo¤ game, which is in

pure strategies by the perfect information assumption. Fix decision-utility
functions ui(h; ai; �) of the ABI, or ABB kind, and a sequence of real numbers
("n)n2N, with "n ! 0 and 0 < "n < 1

maxi2I;h2H jAi(h)j for all n 2 N. Consider
the constrained psychological game where players can choose mixed actions
in the following sets:

�ni (h) = f�i(�jh) 2 �(Ai(h)) : k�i(�jh)� ��i(�jh)k � "ng
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if h is on the ��-path, and

�ni (h) = f�i(�jh) 2 �(Ai(h)) : 8ai 2 Ai(h); �i(aijh) � "ng

if h is o¤ the ��-path. By construction, these sets are non-empty, convex, and
compact. Since the decision-utility functions are continuous, and the consis-
tent assessment map � 7�! �� is continuous (Lemma 2), correspondence

� 7�! �h2H �i2I arg max
�0i(�jh)2�ni (h)

X
ai2Ai(h)

�0i(aijh)ui(h; ai; ��i )

is upper-hemicontinuous, non-empty, convex, and compact valued; therefore
(by Kakutani�s theorem), it has a �xed point �n. By Lemma 3, the sequence
of consistent assessments

�
�n; ��

n�1
n=1

has a limit point (��; ��), which is
consistent too. By construction, ��(�jh) = ��(�jh) for h on the ��-path, there-
fore (��; ��) and (��; ��) are realization-equivalent. We let ��i (respectively,
��i ) denote the �rst-order beliefs of i implied by (��; ��) (respectively, (�

�; ��)).
We claim that the consistent assessment (��; ��) is a SE of the psycho-

logical game with decision-utility functions ui(h; ai; �). We must show that
(��; ��) satis�es sequential rationality. If h is o¤ the ��-path, sequential ra-
tionality is satis�ed by construction. Since �� is deterministic and there are
no chance moves, if h is on the ��-path (i.e. on the ��-path) it must have
unconditional probability one according to each player�s beliefs and there
cannot be any frustration; hence, ui(h; ai; �

�
i ) = E[�ijh; ai;��i ] (i 2 I) where

��i is determined by �
�. If, furthermore, it is the second stage (h = �a1, with

��(�a1j?) = 1), then � by construction� E[�ijh; ai;��i ] = E[�ijh; ai; ��i], where
��i is determined by ��. Since �� is a SE of the material-payo¤game, sequential
rationality is satis�ed at h. Finally, we claim that (��; ��) satis�es sequen-
tial rationality also at the root h = ?. Let �(h) denote the active player
at h. Since �(?) cannot be frustrated at ?, we must show that action �a1
with ��(�a1j?) = 1 maximizes his expected material payo¤ given belief ��(?).
According to ABB and ABI, player �(a1) can only blame the �rst mover �(?)
and possibly hurt him, if he is frustrated. Therefore, in assessment (��; ��) at
node a1, either �(a1) plans to choose his (unique) payo¤ maximizing action,
or he blames �(?) strongly enough to give up some material payo¤ in order to
bring down the payo¤ of �(?). Hence, E[��(?)ja1;���(a1)] � E[��(?)ja1; ���(a1)]
(anger). By consistency of (��; ��) and (��; ��), ���(a1) = �

�
�(?) and ���(a1) = ���(?)

(cons:). Since (��; ��) is realization-equivalent to (��; ��) (r.e.), which is the
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material-payo¤ equilibrium (m.eq.), for each a1 2 A(?),

E[��(?)j�a1;���(?)]
(r:e:)
= E[��(?)j�a1; ���(?)]

(m:eq:)

�

E[��(?)ja1; ���(?)]
(cons:)
= E[��(?)ja1; ���(a1)]

(anger)

�

E[��(?)ja1;���(a1)]
(cons:)
= E[��(?)ja1;���(?)].

This completes the proof for the ABB and ABI cases. If there are only two
players, then we have a leader-follower game and SA is equivalent to ABB
(Remark 1 of �Frustration and Anger in Games�), so (��; ��) is a SE in this
case too. �

2.3 Proof of Proposition 2

We denote the leader by �(?). Let (�i; �i)i2I be a SE under ABB/SA with
parameter pro�le (�i)i2I , and suppose that the leader�s strategy has full sup-
port: Supp��(?)(�j?) = A�(?)(?). Construct a polymorphic consistent as-
sessment �� as follows: For each follower i, Ti(��i) = ftig (a singleton) and�
��ti ;

��ti
�
= (�i; �i). For the leader �(?), T�(?)(���(?)) = A�(?)(?), and, for

each type a�(?), ��a�(?)(a�(?)j?) = 1 and ��a�(?)(�ja1) =
Q
i2I �i(�ja1) for all

non-terminal a1, where ��a�(?) is the �rst-order belief derived from ��a�(?) . By
construction, each type of leader is indi¤erent, because the leader (who acts
as-if sel�sh) is indi¤erent in the original assessment (�i; �i)i2I . As for the
followers, they have the same �rst-order beliefs, hence the same second-stage
frustrations as in (�i; �i)i2I . Under ABB/SA, blame always equals frustra-
tion in leader-followers games. As for ABI, Bayes�rule implies that, after
observing a1 = a�(?), each follower becomes certain that the leader indeed
planned to choose a�(?) with probability one, and blame equals frustration
in this case too. Therefore, the incentive conditions of the followers hold in
�� as in (�i; �i)i2I for all kinds of decision utility (ABI, ABB, SA) under the
same parameter pro�le (�i)i2I . �
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2.4 Proof of Remark 4

Fix h 2 H. We consider the following simple extension of could-have-been
blame in multistage games under fast play:

Bij(h;�i) = min

("
max

h0�h;a0j2Aj(h0)
E
�
�ij(h0; a0j);�i

�
� E[�ijh;�i]

#+
;Fi(h;�i)

)
.

(5)
We must show that Bij(h;�i) = 0 if j is not active at any h0 � h, and
Bij(h;�i) = Fi(h;�i) if j is the only active player at each h0 � h.
First note that if j was never active before, then Aj(h0) is a singleton for

each h0 � h, hence the term in brackets of (5) is zero. Next suppose that i is
frustrated at h and j was the only active player in the past. Then there must
be some �h � h such that j deviated from i�s expectations �i(�j�h) for the �rst
time, that is, �h is the shortest predecessor h0 � h such that �j(a0jjh0) < 1 for
(h0; a0j) � h. Such �h must have probability one according to the initial belief
�i(�j?), thus E[�ij�h;�i] = E[�i;�i]. Since maxa0j2Aj(�h) E

�
�ij(�h; a0j);�i

�
�

E[�ij�h;�i], we have maxa0j2Aj(�h) E
�
�ij(�h; a0j);�i

�
� E[�i;�i]. Therefore

max
h0�h;a0j2Aj(h0)

E
�
�ij(h0; a0j);�i

�
� E[�ijh;�i]

� max
a0j2Aj(�h)

E
�
�ij(�h; a0j);�i

�
� E[�ijh;�i]

� E[�i;�i]� E[�ijh;�i]
� E[�i;�i]� max

ai2Ai(h)
E[�ij(h; ai);�i] = Fi(h;�i),

which implies Bij(h;�i) = Fi(h;�i) according to (5). �
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